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Abstract 

Lime mortar and plaster have been investigated with the aim to improve the 

knowledge on how to make them as durable as before the cement technology 

was developed. The background was the durability problems experienced for 

newly produced lime plaster on the medieval churches on the island of Got-

land, Sweden. In some cases the new lime plaster façades showed severe frost 

damages after only one winter. Although the lime was burnt and produced 

according to old local traditions, the lime mortar was still mixed and worked on 

according to methods developed for lime-cement mortar. This often led to a 

very porous lime plaster with a lime shell in the surface and such a plaster has 

been shown to be sensitive to frost expansion. 

Field studies were combined with laboratory studies of thin section 

specimens. Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy have been 

important analytical methods showing the porosity and the structure of the 

binder and aggregate materials. The investigations have been carried out on 

both historic and on newly made reference mortar and plaster. 

The field studies were carried out mainly on Gotland, using local mate-

rials. The influence of the raw materials, i.e. lime, aggregate and blending ratio 

was investigated. The focus has been on the workability of the fresh mortars as 

well as the pore structure of the carbonated plaster. The craftsmanship, mean-

ing mixing and application of mortar and working the plaster surface, was stu-

died in order to clarify its final pore structure. The pore structure in a material 

determines many of its technical properties, such as moisture transportation, 

compressive strength, permeability and frost resistance. All these properties are 

closely connected to the durability of the mortar and plaster. The permeability 

of the plaster has an impact also on the durability of the covered construction 

materials. Behind low-permeable plasters made with hydraulic binder, exam-

ples of extensive damages of rotten wood and leached lime have been shown 

The investigations have shown the importance of choosing a mortar ad-

justed to the building construction. They also showed the importance of choo-

sing a blending ratio adjusted to the specific binder and sand used in order to 

get a mortar with a suitable pore structure and good durability. It has also 

shown the importance of knowing when and how to work on the plaster surface 

in order to obtain a homogenous material that is well receptive for lime wash 

and has a good frost resistance. The combination of all the investigations has 

led to a method for reconstructing historic mortar and plaster with good dura-

bility. 
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Figure 1:1: 
Frost dam-
ages on the 
tower of Ot-
hem church 
on Gotland. 

1 Introduction 

The general background for this research project was the frequent 
occurrence of frost damages on recent made lime plaster in Scan-
dinavia. The present study was initiated due to many problems 
with newly made lime plaster surfaces on the medieval churches 
of Gotland In some cases there were frost damages already during 
the first winter. The raw materials for the lime mortar were sim-
ilar to the historic ones but the different types of mortar were 
often mixed and worked on as if they were lime-cement mortar 
rather than traditional lime mortar. The result was a lime plaster 
with poor durability. 
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To make research about lime plaster and lime mortar is more than 
just to study a material. It is about studying a process from choo-
sing materials and mixing them to applying and working the mor-
tar surface. Each step involves a number of variables that deter-
mine the crucial properties of the mortar such as pore structure 
and durability. 
 

K N O W L E D G E
�               �                          �                    �                          � 

MATERIALS � MIXING � CRAFTSMANSHIP � PORE STRUCTURE � DURABILITY 

Figure 1.2: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar. 

Lime plaster and mortar were first described in literature by 
Vitruvius in Rome 2000 years ago. The principles are still the 
same. In literature written before the 1940’s lime was described as 
a material in its own right, to be used as an alternative to hydrau-
lic lime mortar. The writer was observing but not participating in 
the practical work, thus much of the silent knowledge, crucial to 
the craftsmanship, was never documented. 

In literature written after World War II the relation to lime 
changed drastically. It is no longer presented as an independent 
material but as a reference material, a weak version of lime-ce-
ment mortar not to be used. When lime mortar had a renaissance 
in the 1970’s, the common knowledge about techniques for mixing 
mortar and producing plaster had changed to suit cement mortar. 
The lime mortar was treated as a lime-cement mortar without ce-
ment in it. Keeping this perspective in mind it is possible to better 
understand the literature, both new and old.  

The aim of this research project was: 

� To identify the main parameters affecting the durability of 
different types of lime mortar. 

� To study traditionally produced mortar and traditional lime 
putty in detail in order to increase the general knowledge of 
lime mortar as building material. 

� To identify the influence of craftsmanship on the material 
properties of lime mortar. 
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� To understand the influence of pore structure on moisture 
transportation properties and durability. 

� To find a method for reconstructing traditional lime mortar 
and plaster in order to increase the durability of the plaster as 
well as of the historical buildings. 

The goal was to define how to make traditional lime mortar and 
plaster from choosing and mixing materials via working techni-
ques to a pore structure providing good durability. The goal was 
also to find a method to make restoration mortar as close as 
possible to the original mortar of a historical building. 

The scientific approach has been multidisciplinary and the 
problem has been investigated with perspectives from environ-
mental science, building material science, inorganic chemistry and 
building conservation. The inclusion of craftsmanship in the in-
vestigation has helped to bring theory and practice together. 

The horizons of understanding can be found in the backgro-
und of the author; Civil Engineering at Chalmers, Applied buil-
ding conservation and traditional crafts at Gotland University and 
also a training period as a mason. Within this research project 
several months were spent in the field, working with masons, ma-
king experiments and getting familiar with the material and its 
properties and problems. 

The research project was a co-operation between Chalmers 
University of Technology and the Gotland University within the 
Research school NMK. It was generously funded by  
� KK Foundation 
� Samfälligheten Gotlands kyrkor 
� Byggnadshyttan på Gotland 
� Svenska kyrkans församlingsförbund 
� Nordkalk 
� Cementa Research AB 
� Mur- och putsinformation MPI 
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1.1 Reading instructions 

This thesis is based on the research projects presented in paper I-
VI, see appendix. In order to better understand the overall 
picture, the text is structured according to figure 1.1. Each chapter 
contains a review of the literature followed by a presentation of 
results from the present study. 

� Chapter 2 »Materials in lime mortar« describes the influence 
of different materials used to make lime mortar. It also 
contains a description of the studied materials and methods 
used in the study.  

� Chapter 3 »Mixing of mortar« describes how mixing; i.e. blen-
ding ratios and mixing techniques, influence the properties of 
the mortar.  

� Chapter 4 »The influence of craftsmanship« describes the 
influence of craftsmanship; application of mortar, working the 
surface and application of lime wash.  

� Chapter 5 »The influence of pore structure« describes how 
pore structure in lime plaster is connected to durability and 

other relevant material properties.  

� Chapter 6 »Reconstruction of durable lime mortar« presents 
a method developed to reconstruct historic mortar.  
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2 Materials in lime mortar 

The main components of a mortar or a plaster are binder, 
aggregate and water. In order to understand the process of manu-
facturing a durable lime mortar you need to be familiar with the 
components used in a mortar and what effect they can have on the 
properties of the mortar. In this chapter the effects of different 
raw materials and mixing procedures on the properties of the final 
mortar and plaster are discussed, see figure 2.1. In addition to a 
literature review, it also contains a description of the materials 
and analytical methods used in the present research work.  
 

K N O W L E D G E
�               �                          �                    �                          � 

MATERIALS � MIXING � CRAFTSMANSHIP � PORE STRUCTURE � DURABILITY 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar 

This chapter begins with a short description of the variation of 
binder and aggregate materials as it has been described in litera-
ture and through recent research. Much of the knowledge about 
lime mortar collected in the past has been lost because it was 
never written down. The craftsmen, who knew how to choose the 
materials and mix them, are long time gone. Therefore, it has 
been necessary to re-investigate the properties of different lime 
mortar and to re-establish the techniques needed to use them as 
efficiently as possible. This work is a contribution to that process. 

New knowledge about the crystal structure of lime as an 
effect of slaking technique is presented in paper V by Balksten, 
Steenari (2007:1) and summarized in chapter 2.6. 
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2.1 Binder 

Three kinds of binder are used in lime based mortar; lime, 
hydraulic lime and cement. The production of this binder includes 
burning limestone with or without clay minerals at a temperature 
of 900-1500ºC. Depending on the composition of the minerals, the 
temperature used and the burning time, the binder becomes lime, 
hydraulic lime or cement. Kreüger (1920) described them as 
follows: 

� Lime is produced from limestone containing more than 90 % 
CaCO3. It hardens by CO2 in the air. 

� Hydraulic lime is produced from limestone of 70-90 % CaCO3 
and 10-30 % clay. It hardens both by CO2 in the air and by 
water. 

� Cement is produced from approximately 60-70 % CaCO3 and 
30-40 % clay. It hardens by water. 

This is much generalized and the limits are not applied strictly. 
Lindqvist (2005) introduces another term for the material produ-
ced by limestone with 90-95 % CaCO3 – sub-hydraulic lime. This 
material has some hydraulic tendencies even though it can not 
harden under water. 

This thesis has a focus on lime but in paper I, II and IV 
hydraulic lime and cement are discussed in relation to lime. In 
paper I and II the different binder materials are compared with 
emphasis on how they affect the pore structure and moisture 
transportation properties in the materials. In paper IV hydraulic 
lime in stone repair mortar is compared with restoration mortar 
based on lime. To understand the use of lime mortar, one needs to 
understand the differences between lime, hydraulic lime and ce-
ment as binder. 

Lime 

Lime is produced in a process called the lime cycle; burning, sla-
king, carbonation. The parameters of each step in this cycle can 
affect the properties of the final material in several ways. 
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Choosing limestone 

Lime is produced from limestone containing mainly calcite 
CaCO3. If a lime will be called a »fat lime« (which means lime 
rich) depends on the content of calcium carbonate and clay mine-
rals in the limestone chosen for burning. This chemical compo-
sition also affects the slaking procedure and the hardening (Kreü-
ger 1920; Hinderson 1958; Sjöbladh, Engeström 1750). 

The crystal structure and porosity in the limestone affects 
the crystal structure also after it has been burned. An increased 
specific surface of the crystals increases the reactivity of the bur-
ned lime, CaO (Moropoulou et al 2000). It also affects the che-
mical reaction rate at slaking, mixing of mortar and carbonation. 

Burning limestone 

The burning temperature, the burning process and the bur-

ning time all affects the crystal structure of the burned lime and 
the reactivity at slaking (Moropoulou et al 2000; Elert et al 2002; 
Hanson, Theliander 1994). A slow burning at 900 ºC has shown to 
produce the burned lime with the highest porosity and specific 
surface (Moropoulou et al 2000). The endothermic reaction of 
burning is: 

CaCO3  �  CaO + CO2 (2.1) 

Slaking burned lime 

Slaked lime Ca(OH)2 is produced by adding water to burned 
lime. In Scandinavia there are four slaking techniques traditio-
nally used; dry slaking, hot lime production, wet slaking and earth 
slaking. Dry slaking is carried out by slaking with an exactly the 
amount of water needed to get a slaked lime in powder form. Hot 
lime is produced by slaking the burned limestone after it has been 
covered by sand. The lime putty formed by the hot lime method 
gives a strong mortar with good adhesion between lime and sand. 
In the wet slaking method a surplus of water is added to produce 
lime putty. Earth slaking is a traditional method in which the 
burned limestone is put in a lime pit in the ground and covered 
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with soil. The moisture from the soil is thus allowed to slowly 
slake the lime. This method gives smooth lime putty. The diffe-
rences between wet slaking and earth slaking are described in 
paper V by Balksten, Steenari (2007:1) and a closer presentation 
of these slaking techniques follows. The results obtained and 
presented show that the slaking technique affects the crystal 
structure, reactivity and the workability of the lime (Balksten, 
Steenari 2007:1).  

 
Figure 2.2: Dry slaking of lime with the minimum of water required to slake 
the burned limestone. A fine powder is created. 

 
Figure 2.3: Hot lime is made by embedding burned limestone in sand. When 
moisture is added the lime is slaked when mixed with the sand.  
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The exothermic reaction of slaking is: 

CaO  +   H2O   �   Ca(OH)2    (2.2) 

Storing of slaked lime affects the shape and the size of the 
calcium hydroxide crystals. Elert et al (2002) has shown how the 
crystals transform from prisms to plates over time. Storing wet 
slaked or earth slaked lime for a year or more leads to improved 
absorption capacity, plasticity and workability. 

The wet slaking technique of lime includes slaking quick-
lime with a surplus of water in order to get lime putty, figure 2.4. 
Lime producers store their wet slaked lime in different ways and 
for different lengths of time. The lime, which is most frequently 
used on e.g. the churches on Gotland, has been stored for at least 
one year in a lime pit. After about one year of storage the lime 
putty is white and has a firm consistency, like pudding. The wet 
slaked lime putty is somewhat anisotropic; there is a clear orienta-
tion in the putty that makes it easy to cut the mass in a horizontal 
direction but difficult in any other direction, i.e. it has a strong 
horizontal stratification. After mixing the lime putty, this hori-
zontal orientation is lost and the lime putty becomes creamy and a 
bit sticky. More details are given in paper V by Balksten and 
Steenari (2007:1). 

 
Figure 2.4: Wet slaking of lime where a surplus of water is added to the 
burned lime. Heat develops during the process and putty is created. 
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In the earth slaking method the burned limestone, i.e. the quick-
lime, is placed directly in a lime pit in the ground and the lime is 
covered with soil (Balksten, Steenari 2007:1). The lime pit is lined 
with wood or stone in a way that allows the soil moisture to slake 
the lime.  

According to local tradition on Gotland, the lime should be 
stored for at least five years. The lime in this study was stored for 
only 4 years, which seems to have been enough for giving the lime 
a good consistency and structure. 

The earth slaked and stored lime putty has a yellowish colour 
and a very firm consistency, as illustrated in figure 2.5. It is clearly 
tixotropic, which means that once you stir or mix it, it instantly 
goes from a firm to a fluid state. Before using this type of lime 
putty in mortar it has to be »whipped«. Historically, this was made 
with a special lime whip (see figure 2.6) but the modern method 
often includes a fast spinning mixer. The whipped lime is sup-
posed to be smooth and without lime lumps. Earth slaked lime 
often gets a somewhat grainy structure. More details are presen-
ted in paper V (Balksten, Steenari 2007:1). 

 
Figure 2.5: Earth slaked lime in detail. The lime has a dry consistency before it 
has been whipped.  
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Figure 2.6: The earth 
slaked lime needs to 
be whipped with a 
lime whip to be 
smooth. Here is a 
whip made as a replica 
of an old lime whip 
found in the city wall 
in Visby on Gotland. 

 

Carbonation of slaked lime 

The reactions taking place when slaked lime reacts with the car-
bon dioxide in the air are collectively called the carbonation pro-

cess. A pre-requisite for a full carbonation is that water is avail-
able on the pore surfaces in the material. Carbon dioxide can be 
dissolved in this water layer and be transported into the lime. The 
carbonation process includes several reactions, but it can be 
described in a simplified way as two reactions: 

CO2 (g)   +    H2O (l)   �    H2CO3 (aq) (2.3) 

Ca(OH)2 (s) + H2CO3 (aq) � CaCO3 (s) + 2 H2O (l) (2.4) 

The carbonation rate depends on the crystal structure of the 
lime as well as the permeability, relative humidity and thickness of 
the plaster layer. The highest reaction rate is acquired when the 
temperature is above 5 ºC and the relative humidity is 50-95 %. 
Then several layers of water molecules are adsorbed to the sur-
faces of the pores (Burström 2001, Hinderson 1958). According to 
van Balen (2004) the carbonation rate is enhanced by a large 
specific surface in the lime. In practice, this means that watering 
the lime mortar, as well as exposing it to rain, will contribute to a 
more efficient carbonation. 
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Hydraulic lime 

The hardening of hydraulic lime includes the basic lime cycle 
reactions, but in addition, some hydration of silicates and other 
mineral products originating from the clay minerals occurs. Each 
of these reactions has an impact on the final material properties. 
The following is a summary of the most important differences 
between hydraulic lime and non-hydraulic lime. 

The raw material for producing hydraulic lime is limestone 
with a significant content of clay minerals. These minerals are 
built up by hydrated silica and alumina layers including also other 
components, such as Fe2O3. The clay content is normally 10-30 % 
by weight. More clay makes the lime more hydraulic. The hydra-
ulic modulus is defined as (Johansson 2006): 

Hydraulic modulus = 2.8 x % SiO2 + 1.1 x % Al2O3 + 0.7 x % Fe2O3  (2.5) 

                % CaO + 1.4 x % MgO 

The optimal burning temperature is between 800-1400°C (Kreü-
ger 1920). Higher temperatures may lead to sintering or even 
melting of the stone. Such a »dead burned« lime is impossible to 
slake. Depending on the burning temperature different amounts 
of the clinker minerals alite, belite, aluminate and ferrite will be 
produced (Popescu 2003). For example at lower temperatures a 
lot of belite is produced and at higher temperatures more alu-
minate is produced. They harden in different phases i.e. aluminate 
hardens after a couple of hours and belite after some 28 days and 
more (Stutzman 2004). This means that the hardening process 
depends on the burning temperature and the material will behave 
more or less like lime or cement. The traditional burning tech-
niques using wood as fuel gave temperatures at around 800-

1000°C whereas the modern burning techniques of today have 
higher temperatures between 1200-1400°C  

Hydraulic lime is normally slaked by dry slaking with a small 
deficiency of water to make sure that the calcium silicates do not 
start to hydrate. 
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Hydraulic lime hardens both by carbonation and hydration 
i.e. it needs both air and water. If the hardened material will be 
placed in a wet environment it has to carbonate first (Kreüger 
1920). The hydraulic binder, the calcium-silicate-hydrates, will not 
be dissolved by water which means that hydraulic lime is rather 
resistant to water. The hydraulic lime gets a higher strength than 
the non-hydraulic lime following the amount of hydraulic binder. 
In the same way the hydraulic lime has a lower elasticity and 
lower permeability compared to non-hydraulic lime. 

A mortar can be made hydraulic if a hydraulic additive is 
used. Traditionally some form of burned clay such as volcanic soil 
or crushed bricks were used (Vitruvius 1989). A more modern 
additive is silica sol (Björnström 2005). 

Cement 

Cement is made from the same raw material as lime and hydraulic 
lime but due to the high burning temperatures it has very different 
material properties.  

Portland cement is produced from a mixture of calcium car-
bonate and clay minerals. The mixture is burnt at 1400-1500°C i.e. 
a high temperature. At this temperature the limestone melts and 
the material needs grinding to become reactive with water (Kreü-
ger 1920). 

Cement hardens through hydration of silicates, aluminates 
and ferrites forming insoluble, solid gel products (generally refer-
red to as CSH-gel). The schematic picture in figure 2.7 describes 
this process. Cement increases in volume during the hardening 
process and fill up the void of the aggregate very well (Skoglund 
2004, Burström 2001). It can be compared to lime which tends to 
shrink during hardening. 
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 A B C 
Figure 2.7: Schematic picture of the hardening process of cement. In reaction 
with water the cement particles grow and due to this phenomenon cement 
fill up the aggregate in time. A) The particles are mixed with water. B) After a 
couple of hours the binding starts to take place. C) After some months a 
more compact structure is formed. 

Cement contains several clinker minerals where alite, belite, 
aluminate and ferrite are the four most important ones (Stutzman 
2004). Alite, Ca3SiO5 often called C3S, is the main component, 
about 67 w/w-%. Alite reacts rather fast with water and represents 
most of the increase of strength during the first 28 days. Belite, 
Ca2SiO4 often called C2S, is the second largest component, around 
15 w/w-%. Belite reacts more slowly with water and represents the 
increase of strength after 28 days and more. Aluminate, Ca3Al3O6 
often called C3A, is the most reactive clinker mineral. It exists in a 
small amount at around 9 w/w-%. It starts to harden already after 
a couple of hours and thus decreases the workability of the 
cement. The last component is ferrite, Ca2(Al, Fe)O5 often called 
C4AF. It is a very reactive mineral and makes up about 9 w/w-%. 
(Stutzman 2004, Binici 2007) 

An addition of cement gives a mortar that hardens quickly (in 
about 2 hours). The hardened cement mortar gets a significantly 
higher strength with a lower permeability and elasticity compared 
to mortar made of lime alone (Burström 2001). The exact diffe-
rence depends on the amount of cement compared to lime but 
also the amount of binder compared to aggregate, see chapter 3.1 
and 5.3. 

Cement mortar and lime-cement mortar have been used in 
many restoration works all over the world. Unfortunately, such 
mortar is used in many constructions without considering the 
conditions for the particular construction. Often, the mortar has 
been too strong and has too low permeability compared to what 
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would have been required for the construction in question. This 
has caused much damage in form of rotten wooden constructions 
or leached lime, as described in Paper II (Balksten, Broström 
2004). 

 

A comparison between lime mortar and lime-cement mortar: 
 

� Lime mortar has a smoother workability than lime-cement mortar plus it can be 

worked with for a longer time.  

� Lime-cement mortar hardens fast and the hardening process is more controlled 

compared to the hardening process of lime mortar. 

� Lime-cement mortar gets a significantly higher strength and lower elasticity than 

lime mortar (Burström 2001), depending on the amount of cement. 

� Lime-cement mortar has a significantly higher heat expansion capacity than lime 

mortar (Burström 2001), depending on the amount of cement. 

� Lime-cement mortar has lower vapor permeability than lime mortar (Burström 

2001). How significant the difference becomes is due to the amount of cement. 

� The cement particles increase in size during hardening (Skoglund 2004) while the 

lime putty shrinks while hardening. 

2.2 Aggregate materials 

The aggregate in mortar is normally sand, natural or crushed. The 
choice of sand has an impact on the properties of both the fresh 
mortar and the carbonated plaster. The most important aspects of 
the role of the aggregate are summarized below. 

The sand should work as a supporting skeleton in the struc-
ture of the hardened mortar and it decreases the effect of the 
binder shrinking at hardening. 

Natural sand has rounder particles than the crushed one. 
According to Saretok (1957) the form of the sand particles mainly 
affects the workability of the fresh mortar and round particles 
gives a smother mortar. 

The particle size distribution is a very important property of 
sand used for mortar. According to Sjöbladh, Engeström (1750) it 
is important to choose sand containing a high percentage of larger 
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particles and it should be free from humus and mud. The amount 
of lime should then be adjusted to the chosen sand (equally much 
lime as sand or a third lime and two thirds of sand, depending on 
how much lime the sand can hold). Sjöbladh and Engeström point 
out that the exact blending ratio is up to the experienced crafts-
man to choose in each case. Later publications recommend well-
packed sand with high density and low porosity in order to give a 
plaster with high strength and good frost resistance (Kreüger 
1920; Saretok 1957; von Konow 1997). Well-packed sand contains 
larger particles filled with smaller particles, and it needs less 
binder than sand with more mono-sized particles does in order to 
give the same mortar strength. 

The porosity in sand corresponds to the amount of lime that 
the sand is able to hold. It can be estimated if a dried sand of exact 
volume is filled with a known amount of water. According to 
Kreüger (1920) it can also be measured by weight if the mineral 
composition, and thus the mineral density, is known. Granite sand 
can be used as an example: P stands for the porosity that should 
be filled with binder and � is the density: 

P = (1 – �sand/ �granite) *100      [%] (2.6) 

The aggregate can be made from different minerals. Crushed 
marble can be used if the plaster should be a white and shiny 
marmorino. Crushed pumice stone could be used if a lightweight 
aggregate is wanted (Vitruvius 1989). 

2.3 The underlying and covered materials 

When a mortar is chosen for a specific building it should always be 
adjusted to the surrounding materials and the construction of the 
wall. The mortar should attach well and at the same time be 
possible to remove (Icomos homepage of Venice charter, 2007-02-

21). Before applying a mortar to a wall, the wall must be cleaned 
from humus and dust (Kreüger 1920; Saretok 1957; Hidemark, 
Holmström 1984). Otherwise the mortar will not attach well. 
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The strength, elasticity, permeability as well as heat and 
moisture expansion capacity should all be compatible with the 
construction materials on which the plaster is applied. A low 
permeability or a high strength can cause damages to the con-
struction as shown in Paper II (Balksten, Broström 2004). The 
construction materials carrying a lime plaster are often stone 
walls, but it can also be different kinds of wooden constructions. 
The suction capacity of the stone wall affects the attachment and 
the compactness of the mortar and also the time it takes for the 
mortar to dry and set, i.e. the time it takes before the plaster 
surface can be worked on, see chapter 4.2. 

There are two common ways of controlling the suction; sim-
ply watering the wall or by rough-casting the wall with a thin layer 
of mortar. A material with strong suction needs a lot of water in 
advance while a material with almost no suction needs a minimum 
of water (Saretok 1957; Hidemark, Holmström 1984; Klasén 
2004). A thin layer of rough-casting is recommended for materials 
with a low suction capacity. The next layer can then set more 
efficiently and also become more compact. 

When rendering a wooden construction it is important to 
choose a plaster with good elasticity to ensure that it can follow 
the movement of the wood. The plaster should also have a high 
permeability in order to avoid moisture being captured behind the 
plaster. For this reason Paulsson et al (1936) recommend that pure 
lime mortar always must be chosen at wooden constructions to 
avoid damages.  

2.4 Methods for material analyses 

To analyze mortar, new as well as old, there are several useful 
techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy, thin sections 
studied in light microscope and X-ray powder diffraction analyses. 

Scanning Electron Microscope 

Mortar samples were studied using Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM). The microscope used was a Quanta 200 SEM FEG from 
FEI, equipped with a Schottky field emission gun (FEG) for 
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optimal spatial resolution. The samples were mounted on a 
carbon adhesive tape without further treatment. 

SEM is a valuable technique for studying the structure and 
crystal sizes in lime (Hansson, Theliander 1994; Hidemark, Holm-
ström 1984). In addition, it gives information about the pore 
structure of the mortar and the size and appearance of the sand 
particles. 

Light microscopy 

Optical microscopy studies of thin section mortar specimens were 
used to obtain information about the type of binder, the pore 
structure, the blending ratio, the minerals and grain sizes of the 
sand particles etc. (von Konow 1997; Lindqvist 1999; Elsen 2006). 

Thin section specimens were prepared from both historic 
mortar and mortar produced in the present study. An UV-
fluorescent epoxy was used in a vacuum impregnation of the 
samples before they were polished down to a thickness of ca 3 �m 
and studied in an Olympus Bh-2 polarization microscope. The 
magnification of the pictures is shown for each picture. 

Chemical analysis 

The mineralogical composition of mortar was determined quali-
tatively by X-Ray Powder Diffraction (Xrd). Only crystalline 
species can be detected by this method and the detection limit is 
1-3 % (w/w). The instrument used was a Siemens D5000 powder 
diffractometer applying Cu characteristic radiation and a scin-
tillation detector. The scanned 2-theta range was 10 to 70 degrees. 
The identification of components was carried out using the Joint 
Committee for Powder Diffraction Standards database. 

2.5 Materials used in experimental work  

In paper I and II the experiments included hydraulic lime, cement 
and lime slaked in four ways; wet slaked, dry slaked, earth slaked 
and quicklime slaked together with sand also called hot lime. The 
hydraulic lime, cement and dry slaked lime were commercial pro-
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ducts from Maxit. Maxit is developing and manufacturing cement 
based products within Heidelberg Cement. The wet slaked and 
earth slaked lime plus the quick lime were delivered from Got-
landskalk, a local producer of traditionally burned lime on Got-
land. Apart from the sand two different aggregate were used; 
crushed red bricks with size 4-5 mm and crushed Gotlandic lime-
stone 0-4 mm. The sand was graded according to the recommen-
dations by von Konow (1997 pp 109). The sand was well-packed 
and had a specified distribution of finer to larger particles. The 
blending ratio was 1:3 by volume between binder and aggregate. 

In the Paper III and IV wet slaked Gotlandic lime and dry 
slaked lime »E-kalk« by Maxit were used. The sand was local sand 
from Romagrus on Gotland; 0-3 mm used for lime mortar, se 
figure 2.8.  
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Figure 2.8: Particle size distribution curve for sand 0-3 mm from Gotland used 
for lime mortar. Sand from Romagrus. 

The blending ratios were 1:2 and 1:3 by volume. In paper IV the 
mortar used for repairing historic artefacts made of Gotland sand-
stone contained three to four parts, by volume, of stone powder, 
prepared from freshly quarried Gotland sandstone, and one part 
of hydraulic lime as binder. For mixing the mortar a dispersion 
containing 5 % or 10 % acrylate polymer was used, a thermoplas-
tic acrylic polymer, Plextol B500, (copolymer of polyethylacrylate 
and polymethylmetacrylate) produced by Bayer AG. The acrylate 
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is added in order to improve the plasticity of the mortar and the 
binding capability. The mixing technique was a roller-pan mortar 
mill when nothing else is described. 

In paper V a study of three kinds of lime is described; wet 
slaked lime, earth slaked lime and lime found on an archaeo-
logical site in Visby. The production technique for wet slaked and 
earth slaked lime is presented in chapter 2.1. The lime found on 
the archaeological site is unique and therefore described more 
thoroughly below.  

In paper VI reference mortar were compared to historic 
mortar. The reference mortar was made in a large study of the 
parameters of craftsmanship (Klasén 2004; Balksten 2007). The 
historic mortar was original material recovered from the attics of 
the churches. 

2.6 The crystal structure of traditionally produced lime 

The influence of particle size and structure in hydrated lime was 
compared to the properties of the lime putty and lime mortar in 
paper V (Balksten, Steenari 2007:1). The aim of the work was 
twofold. The first aim was to investigate the possible correlations 
between the microscopic structure and the macroscopic properties 
of slaked lime. Secondly, two lime slaking methods, earth slaking 
and wet slaking, were compared with respect to their influence on 
the microscopic and macroscopic properties of the mortar made 
from each kind of lime putty. 

A lime from the 18th century found on an archaeological site 
in Visby was also studied and compared to the newly produced 
lime. A lime pit containing yellowish lime putty was found, see 
figure 2.9. The remains of the wooden form were still visible, see 
figure 2.10. The boards were placed with gaps between them so 
the lime had free access to the moisture in the ground. The lime 
putty had the same consistency, colour and tixotropic behaviour 
as the lime putty of earth slaked lime produced during the year 
2001. The old lime putty was included in the experimental work as 
a reference. The fact that this lime became available gave a 
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unique possibility to study if the storage time has a significant 
influence on the properties of lime putty.  

 
Figure 2.9: The ca two hundred year old lime unchanged in its lime pit. It is 
yellowish, creamy and it becomes fluent when it is whipped.  

 
Figure 2.10: There are still some wood from the form in the bottom of the pit, 
found during archaeological excavations in Visby 2005.  

Information about the mortar structure on the micrometer scale 
can be obtained, as was done in this work, by studying thin section 
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specimens in a light microscope and scanning electron microscopy 
studies of untreated mortar in a low-vacuum SEM.  

The macroscopic properties of the lime mortar can be collec-
tively described as the workability of the mortar. This is difficult 
to quantify, but can be described in terms of how easy it is to mix, 
how well it adheres to a surface and how smoothly it can be 
spread on the surface. Estimates of workability information made 
by craftsmen were included in this study and correlated with the 
analytical results. 

The results from the analyses showed that the subjective 
description of the lime putty consistency given by the craftsmen 
often can be explained by the information about particle sizes and 
agglomeration obtained from microscopy analyses.  

The grainy, airy consistency of earth slaked lime can be ex-
plained by the particle structure. This type of lime clearly consists 
of rounded particles in the size range 1-7 �m and the particles are 
not agglomerated into larger structures, see figure 2.12a. The fact 
that it is easy to mix with sand can be understood by the ability of 
the lime particles to move relatively to each other. 

The information obtained from studying thin section speci-
mens showed that mortar made from earth slaked lime become 
very homogeneous. The small lime lumps that can be found when 
working with a mortar of earth slaked lime can also be observed 
in microscopy of thin sections as well as the grainy structure of the 
lime and the inner cracks in the binder phase. It can also be seen 
that the lime encloses the sand particles very effectively. These 
data verify the observations made during the field tests in this 
work and by the craftsmen. 
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The dense and heavy consistency of the wet slaked lime can be 
explained from the information given in the electron micrographs 
showing very small particles well packed together. The size of 
each particle seems to be about 0.5-3 �m or less and the particles 
are very well packed together (figure 2.12c). The firm agglome-
ration of small particles into larger units can explain the diffi-
culties experienced by craftsmen to mix the wet slaked lime with 
sand. Microscopy of thin sections often shows that mortar made 
from this type of wet slaked lime putty are not totally homo-
geneous. The binder phase is also very compact with small par-
ticles.  

Figure 2.12 and 2.13 show lime putty in different scales. In 
figure 2.12 the structure of the lime particles and how they are 
packed together can be observed, in figure 2.13 the size and shape 
of the particles can be observed. 

Figure 2.11: Thin section of earth slaked lime and wet slaked lime studied with polarized light in 400 x mag-
nifycations. The width of each picture is equivalent to 0.11 mm. Notice the grainy structure of the earth slaked 
lime compared to the fine grained structure of the wet slaked lime. 
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 Figure 2.12: Photos made with SEM showing lime putty in 2500 x magnification. a) Lime putty, slaked/ stored 
in the earth for four years. It is putty with large lime particles and many voids. b) Lime putty found at an 
archeological site in Visby year 2005. Notice the airy structure similar to the specimen a. c) Lime putty, first 
wet slaked and than stored in a lime pit for two years. Notice the compactness of the lime. d) Lime putty, wet 
slaked and stored in an air tight jar for 6 months. Notice the very fine particles similar to the particles shown in 
the specimen c. 
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Figure 2.13: Photos made with SEM showing lime putty in 10 000 x magnification. a) Lime putty, slaked/ 
stored in the earth for four years. Notice the porous structure that the particles are organized in. b) Lime putty 
found at an archeological site in Visby year 2005. Notice the mixture of very fine particles with larger particles 
similar to the ones in specimen a. c) Lime putty, first wet slaked and than stored in a lime pit for two years. 
The many extremely small particles are forming a compact mass with very little void. d) Lime putty, wet 
slaked and stored in an air tight jar for 6 months. 
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A summary of the results obtained in the comparison between 
earth slaked and wet slaked lime is given in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: A listed comparison between earth slaked and wet slaked lime. 

Analysis method Earth slaked lime Wet slaked lime 
SEM on  
lime putty 

Large particles that are 
not agglomerated into 
larger structures. 
 

Small particles, well 
packed and agglomerated 
in layers with almost no 
pores. 
 

Thin sections  
on mortar 

Grainy binder with tiny 
air pores and small 
micro cracks. Few lime 
lumps. Homogeneous 
mortar with well mixed 
sand and lime. 
 

Dense binder. Many 
micro cracks and few air 
pores. Not completely 
homogeneous – not so 
well mixed lime and sand 
in the whole sample. 

Field observations 
working with putty 
and mortar 

Homogeneous tixotropic 
putty that can be a bit 
grainy depending on 
how well whipped it is. 
Well whipped it feels 
like cream. Gives a light 
mortar with good 
workability. Easy to mix 
with sand. Absence of 
lime lumps. 

Slightly heavier, stickier 
and more viscous than 
the putty of earth slaked 
lime. It has a strong 
horizontal stratification 
before it has been 
whipped. Gives a bit 
heavier mortar than earth 
slaked lime with a lower 
air content. Time 
consuming to get it well 
mixed with sand. 
 

This study shows that the slaking technique used for burned lime 
has a significant impact on the particle structure and properties of 
the lime putty. By letting the burned lime being slaked slowly by 
the moist atmosphere in the ground, i.e. by using the earth slaking 
method, tixotropic lime putty with good workability is obtained. 
When used in mortar it gives a very homogeneous mortar with a 
light and creamy consistency. 

It was shown in this work that a combination of practical 
hands-on knowledge from masonry work with microscopic ana-
lyses, such as SEM and optical microscopy on thin sections, gives 
valuable, complementary information that can explain differences 
in mortar properties. It also gives a possibility of recognizing 
which kind of slaked lime that has been used in different mortar. 
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3 Mixing of mortar 

The mixing of a mortar comprises two main parameters; the 
blending ratio between binder and sand and the technique used 
for mixing them together. 
 

K N O W L E D G E
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MATERIALS � MIXING � CRAFTSMANSHIP � PORE STRUCTURE � DURABILITY 

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar 

Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 present what is known about mixing from the 
literature. It is followed by a presentation of the results obtained 
within the present research project.  

3.1 Blending ratio 

The first step of mixing is to decide the proper blending ratio. The 
blending ratio, i.e. the volume ratio between the binder and the 
aggregate, is of great importance for the mortar, both as fresh and 
as carbonated.  

The basic ingredients of a mortar are binder, aggregate and 
water. Additives can be used with the aim to adjust the mortar 
properties, but in this section only the blending ratio of lime, sand 
and water is considered. 

The amount of binder should be large enough to make the 
binder work as glue between the sand particles. According to 
Ekblad (1949) the amount of binder should be slightly larger than 
the porosity in the sand in order to increase the mobility of the 
sand particles. Thus, the first step when choosing the blending 
ratio is to determine how much lime the sand can hold. Data on 
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the porosity of sand and on the sand particle size distribution can 
be used to determine the amount of binder needed. Figure 3.2 
shows schematic pictures of two kinds of sand, the first well-
packed with a small percentage of void and the other consisting of 
particles of the same size (less efficient packing) and having a high 
percentage of void. A well-packed sand needs less lime than a 
sand with less good packing (von Konow 1997). 

        
Figure 3.2: A sketch of two different kinds of sand. The first one is well-
packed sand, which can only carry a small amount of lime. The second one is 
sand with much void and due to this fact it can carry a great deal of lime. 

It has been known for a long time that different kinds of lime fill 
up differently depending on how fat the lime is and also on the 
slaking technique used (Sjöbladh, Engeström 1750), however it is 
not explained why. This implies that every new mix of sand and 
lime needs to be tested in order to optimise the blending ratio, 
and that no standard blending ratio can be given.  

Water is added to a fresh mortar to give a certain consistency 
and workability. Earth slaked lime and wet slaked lime already 
contain most of the water needed to mix a mortar while dry slaked 
lime needs an extra amount. According to von Konow (1997), the 
amount of water affects the drying, pore structure and shrinking 
of the plaster. When too much water is added it can lead to a 
collapsed pore system, with a low frost resistance, as showed in 
Paper I by Balksten, Magnusson (2002). A large amount of water 
can also lead to increased shrinking (Saretok 1957). The optimal 
amount of water has not been defined in scientific terms but it is 
dependent on the blending ratio between lime and sand (Klasén 

2004). 
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Investigations of the influence of blending ratio 

The combination of different kinds of lime and sand was investi-
gated in the present study, yet to be published. The experiments 
were made in two different series. The first was made with the 
sand from Romagrus combined with wet slaked and earth slaked 
lime in the proportions 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3. The second was made with 
four kinds of sand with different particle size distributions and 
three different kinds of lime; wet slaked, earth slaked and dry 
slaked in blending ratios of 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2.  

The result is presented in a selected number of photo micro-
graphs of thin sections. Brown colour in thin section represents 
the binder, yellow is the air pores, the rest is the aggregate. Figure 
3.2 shows the differences between blending ratios of 1:1, 1:2 and 
1:3. The blending ratio 1:1 has given a very compact mortar com-
pared to the porous mortar with blending ratio 1:3. For blending 
ratio 1:1 a surplus of binder is present while for blending ratio 1:2 
and 1:3, there is a lack of binder. 

Figure 3.4 and 3.5 show the influence of using wet slaked lime and 
dry slaked lime. In this example, for this specific sand, the mortar 
becomes compact only when one part lime is used to one part 
sand, same for both wet slaked and dry slaked lime. It means the 
sand can hold one part lime to one part sand and that both wet 
slaked and dry slaked lime fill up equally well in the sand. 

Figure 3.3: Comparison between different mixing ratios, from left 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 by volume between earth 
slaked lime and sand. The width of each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm.
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Figure 3.6 show the sand curves for the different sands used. 
Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show examples where three different kinds 
of sand were combined with wet slaked lime. This investigation 
has showed that different kinds of sand can hold different amo-
unts of lime depending on their particle size distribution and their 
percentage of void. The blending ratio must be adjusted to both 
the sand and the lime used. The course sand in figure 3.7 is not 
completely filled up with lime in blending ratio 1:1. It can be 
compared to the fine sand in figure 3.8 being filled up with lime 
already at the blending ration 1:1.5. 

Figure 3.4: Wet slaked lime, Gotlandskalk with sand 0-3 mm from Romagrus AB, mixing ratio from left 1:1, 
1:1.5 and 1:2 by volume. The width of each picture is 4.5 mm.

Figure 3.5: Dry slaked lime, E-kalk with sand 0-3 mm from Romagrus, mixing ratio from left 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2 
by volume. The width of each picture is 4.5 mm.
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Figure 3.6: Four different sand curves for sand coming from Guldrupe, Sveg 
and Romagrus. X is the width of the mesh in millimetre; Y is the percentage 
of weight of the sand of each particle size. 

Figure 3.7: Wet slaked lime and sand from Guldrupe (grov), mixing ratio from left 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2. The width 
of each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm. This sand has many large particles and only very few fine particles. It 
can carry even more lime than 1:1.
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3.2 Mixing techniques 

The properties of the final mortar are not only affected by the 
materials chosen and the relative ratios between them, but also by 
the choice of mixing technique and mixing time. This has been 
mentioned very little in literature, as presented below.  

Mixing of mortar can be made by hand or mechanically, the 
latter method being the most common today. According to Sjö-
bladh, Engeström (1750) the mixing process should result in a 
homogeneous and porous mortar with a good workability. A well 
mixed mortar was known to give a plaster with a better durability. 
In figure 3.10, the three most common ways of mixing lime mortar 

Figure 3.8: Wet slaked lime and sand from Guldrupe (fin), mixing ratio from left 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2. The width 
of each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm. This sand has many fine particles in a similar size. It can not carry so 
much lime before the cracking tendencies are increasing. At mixing ratio 1:1.5 the mortar is compact.

Figure 3.9: Wet slaked lime and sand from Sveg, mixing ratio from left 1:1, 1:1.5 and 1:2. The width of each 
picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm. This sand has a great variation between different particles sizes. All the 
presented mixing ratios give rather compact mortar.
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in Sweden are shown; a roller-pan mortar mill, a tombola or a 
mixer stick. The roller-pan mortar mill is forcing the material to-
gether in a horizontal direction. The tombola lifts up the material 
and lets it mix when falling in a vertical direction. A mixer stick, 
used for small batches, is forcing the material together, working 
like a whisk.  

According to Sjöbladh, Engeström (1750) extra water should ne-
ver be added to a mortar of lime putty. Instead the lime should be 
whipped well enough for the water it contains to be released. The 
structure of mortar with a small amount of lime can be destroyed 
by adding too much water making the larger particles of the agg-
regate separate and sink to the bottom of the mixer. 

Investigations of mixing technique and mixing time 

In the present work, the mixing technique of the mortar has been 
investigated along with mixing time. When comparing a roller-pan 
mortar mill with tombola, these investigations (yet to be pub-

Figure 3.10: The tree most common ways of mechanical mixing techniques in Sweden. A roller-pan mortar 
mill, a tombola and a mixer stick. A roller-pan mortar mill can be much larger suitable for larger mixes. The 
mixer stick is suitable for smaller mixes. 
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lished) have shown that the roller-pan mortar mill gives more 
homogeneous lime mortar, as well for dry slaked lime as for wet 
slaked lime. Dry slaked lime mortar can be mixed in both types of 
mills with a good result. The wet slaked lime mortar could only be 
properly mixed in the roller-pan mortar mill. A possible reason 
for the differences is the fact that lime putty has a certain resis-
tance to be mixed and that it has to be forced together with the 
sand. The dry slaked lime, on the other hand, can be mixed with 
the sand before water is added and the lime and sand can 
therefore be mixed properly.  

Figure 3.11: Wet slaked lime to the left and dry slaked lime to the right, with 
blending ratio 1:2 mixed in a roller-pan mortar mill. Both mortar became ho-
mogeneous and airy. The collapsed pore system that can be seen is due to 
blending ratio rather than mixing technique, see chapter 3.1. The width of 
each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm.

Figure 3.12: Wet slaked lime to the left and dry slaked lime to the right, with 
blending ratio 1:3 mixed in tombola. The mortar of wet slaked lime has not 
been properly mixed. It is not homogeneous and a part of the sand has not 
been filled up with lime. The mortar of dry slaked lime has got an extremely 
large amount of air pores, attached to one another in an open pore system 
(see chapter 5). The width of each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm.

Mixing time is also of importance. Depending on how long time a 
mortar is spinning in a mixer it will get different consistencies. A 
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lime rich mortar becomes homogeneous with a good workability 
faster than a mortar with a small amount of binder. The important 
conclusion from this investigation is that a mortar should not be 
mixed for a certain amount of minutes but it should be mixed as 
long as it takes to get the required consistency. Lime mortar can 
be mixed for up to a couple of hours compared to hydraulic lime 
mortar or lime-cement mortar that harden in the mixer if the 
mixing time is too long. In this investigation lime mortar of wet 
slaked lime with blending ratio 1:1 and 1:3 were mixed in a roller-
pan mortar mill and tested after each 5 minutes period until 75 
minutes. Figure 3.13 and 3.14 show thin sections of the mortar 
mixed for 5 and 50 minutes. 

 
Figure 3.13: Lime mortar 1:1 of wet slaked lime and sand has been mixed in a 
roller-pan mortar mill during 5 (left) and 50 (right) minutes. There is no clear 
difference between the two different mixing times. The width of each picture 
is equivalent to 4.5 mm. 

 
Figure 3.14: Lime mortar 1:3 of wet slaked lime and sand, mixed for 5 and 50 
minutes. After 50 minutes the lime is better spread in the sand then it is after 
only 5 minutes. The width of each picture is equivalent to 4.5 mm. 

This investigation showed that a mortar with a small amount of 
lime in comparison to sand (1:3) needs a longer mixing time than a 
lime rich mortar (1:1) in order to become homogeneous.  
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4 The influence of craftsmanship 

The influence of craftsmanship on traditional lime mortar is an 
unexplored research field and not much has been written about 
craftsmanship and lime mortar. Recently in Sweden two different 
craftsmen have made studies about the craftsmanship and tra-
ditional lime mortar. Jonny Eriksson, teacher at Gothenburg 
University, has studied the way from choosing limestone to pro-
ducing a lime mortar with Gillstad church as a case study (Erik-
sson 2007-05-10). Kenth Klasén made a diploma work at Gotland 
University in connection to this research project, studying several 
parameters from application to surface working technique (Klasén 
2004).  

This chapter is focusing on the third parameter, craftsman-

ship, in figure 4.1. The term »craftsmanship« as it is discussed in 
this chapter refers to the process between mixing and the final 
product; application, surface working techniques and lime wash. 
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar. 

The experiments presented in this chapter have been made by the 
craftsman Kenth Klasén in collaboration ration with Kristin Balk-
sten, during the years 2003-2005. Parts of the study are presented 
by Klasén (2004); the complete report is yet to be published. The 
influence of time between application and working the surface is 
presented in paper III by Balksten, Klasén (2005) and also in 
paper IV by Myrin, Balksten (2006). These investigations have 
shown that lime mortar are different from hydraulic lime mortar 
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or lime-cement mortar in many important aspects and lime mortar 
have to be treated adjusted to its own properties.  

The results are presented in a selected number of photo 
micrographs of thin sections. Brown color in the thin sections 
represents the binder, yellow is the air pores and the rest is the 
aggregate.  

4.1 Application 

The application techniques have not been a primary parameter in 
any of the investigations, still some observations have been made. 
In the present study the mortar has been applied by either thro-
wing it onto the wall with a trowel or by pressing the mortar on to 
the wall with a trowel, see figure 4.2. 

The consistency of the mortar, i.e. lime content and water 
content, can determine which application technique is the most 
suitable. A fluid mortar is not possible to press on to the wall, it 
has to be thrown. A lime rich mortar becomes sticky and the easi-
est way is therefore to press it on to the wall. A mortar with only a 
small amount of binder is not sticky enough to be pressed on but it 
has to be thrown. An extremely dry mortar can neither be pressed 
nor thrown without falling off. 

The case study briefly presented in chapter 6.2 showed large 
differences in total time for applying the mortar, if the mortar 
could be throwed on to the wall or if it has to be pressed on.  

The application is intended to make the mortar attach well to 
the wall and to spread the mortar in a layer covering the whole 
surface. No significant differences in material properties have 
been observed between mortar thrown or pressed on to the wall. 
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Figure 4.2: Application of lime mortar by either pressing the mortar to the wall 
or by throwing the mortar on to the wall. 

4.2 The drying time of mortar after application 

The next parameter of importance for a craftsman is the time that 
the plaster is allowed to dry between application and working the 
surface. It is affected by the moisture content of the mortar, the 
weather; sun and wind, and the suction capacity of the underlying 
material. The drying time can be controlled by a sun protection 
net, watering of the surface before application and by planning the 
work over the day to get either shadow or sun. 

An investigation of underlying materials with high or low suc-
tion capacity showed that a material with suction affects the mor-
tar to become more compact, see figure 4.3-4.4. 
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Figure 4.3: Lime mortar on granite. To the left the dense granite is visible, to 
the right is the surface of the mortar. The surface was never worked on and 
therefore never pressed together. In the mortar there are many cracks from 
shrinking while slowly drying out. The width of each picture is 4.5 mm. 

 

Figure 4.4: The same lime mortar as in figure 4.2 but here on Gotlandic sand 
stone. To the left the porous sand stone is visible, to the right is the surface 
of the mortar. The surface was never worked on and therefore never pressed 
together. This mortar has become compact due to the suction capacity of the 
stone. The width of each picture is 4.5 mm. 

In this investigation, the times needed for the mortar to dry out 
and set varied a lot. For the specific weather conditions at the time 
when the experiment was carried out it took five to ten minutes 
for the mortar to set on bricks whereas it took 24 hours for it to 
set on granite. These times can not be seen as guidelines, they 
only show the importance of considering the suction capacity of 
the underlying surface when planning the work of a day. 

A rule of thumb for recognizing when the mortar has set and 
reached the proper consistency for working the surface of it, is 
when it is possible to press the fingers to the mortar without 
leaving clear marks. It should be hard but still possible to form. 
The mortar should be dry enough so it will not stick on to the 
working tool. 
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4.3 Working the surface 

Working the surface can be made in many different ways depen-
ding on the wanted appearance of the façade. It gives a certain 
structure to the plaster and in the same time the lime mortar will 
be compressed. No previous investigations of this parameter have 
been found in the literature.  

During the last decades the lime mortar has often been wor-
ked on while having the same consistency as a lime-cement mortar 
would have; wet and soft. It has lead to many problems with lime 
plaster surfaces getting low frost resistance. It is important to 
know when the mortar has set and reached the proper consistency 
ready to be worked on. If the lime mortar is worked on too early 
the lime will end up as a film on the surface. A study of this part of 
the plastering process was included in the present work, and the 
results are described in detail in Paper III and Paper IV (Balksten, 
Klasén 2005; Myrin, Balksten 2006).  

Figure 4.5: Working the surface with a rounded wooden board or with the 
edge of a rounded trowel. 

In figure 4.6 some of the test surfaces are shown. They are all 
made from the same mortar but they are worked on with four 
different tools and in two different stages of drying. The upper 
four surfaces were worked on after the mortar had dried out and 
set. The lower four surfaces were worked on while the mortar was 
still wet and soft. Notice the difference in color where the white 
lime film is making the lower four surfaces looking whiter than the 
upper ones.  
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Figure 4.6: Test surfaces of dry slaked lime and sand 0-3 mm, made in sum-
mer 2003. The same mortar has been worked on with four different tools, in 
two different stages of drying. The four lower surfaces have a lime film in the 
surface making them look whiter than the surfaces above. This whiter sur-
face is slightly water repellent and also a bit shiny. The upper surfaces have a 
good suction capacity with a more open surface. 

 

Figure 4.7: Smoothed lime mortar made of dry slaked lime and sand in 
blending ratio 1:2 by volume. They are the two left surfaces in figure 4.4. The 
left one is the lower surface, worked on while still wet and soft, and the right 
one is the upper surface, worked on after the mortar has set. The damaging 
effect of working a surface too early is clearly visible in this left example, 
where the lime ends up like a shell in the millimeter closest to the surface, 
leaving a void behind. Compare it to the mortar worked on after it has set 
where it is a homogeneous material with no other voids than rounded air 
pores. (These thin sections have been prepared during year 2007 after the 
surfaces have been lime washed once; dark thin layer to the right on top of 
the surface.) The width of each picture is 4.5 mm. 

Figure 4.7 shows a set of photos of thin sections from mortar made 
of dry slaked lime and sand 0-3 mm. The left sample surface was 
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smoothed when it was still wet and soft while the right sample 
surface was smoothed when the mortar had set. A lime film at the 
surface is clearly visible in the left example. There is also a void 
that has been created because of the early working. If a plaster 
contains such a void it can easily be damaged during frost ex-
pansion. 

The lime film can be thicker and the void more or less present 
depending on the lime content and water content of the mortar 
plus the intensity and pressure used during working. A mortar 
with a small amount of lime is more sensitive than a very fat lime 
mortar.  

When working the surface it is important to wait until drying 
cracks has appeared and the mortar has set. Then it is possible to 
remove cracks, improve the mortar structure by making it more 
compact and create a smooth but open surface receptive for the 
lime wash. 

4.4 Lime wash 

Lime wash for painting a lime plaster, is normally made of lime 
putty and water. The number of layers that must be applied 
before the surface is fully covered is dependent on the consistency 
of the lime wash. Depending on how and when the lime wash is 
applied on the plaster (fresco/secco) there can be a clear border 
between the plaster and the lime wash. Fresco means lime wash 
applied on fresh mortar applied during the same day as the plaster 
was made, secco means lime wash applied on hardened mortar, 
after a day or more (Vitruvius 1989). If the lime wash forms a 
layer separate from the plaster the lime wash might later fall off 
leaving ugly damages.  

How well the plaster absorbs lime wash will also determine if 
a border will emerge between the layers. A lime plaster with a 
lime film at the surface does not absorb the lime wash as well as a 
lime plaster with an open surface.  

A rule of thumb used by craftsmen is to apply the lime wash 
in the same number of layers as the number of parts by volume of 
water added to the lime; for example a lime wash made of 1:3 
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parts by volume of lime putty to water, needs to be applied three 
times. 

The most important conclusion from the lime wash investi-
gation is that the fresher a lime plaster is, the better the lime wash 
can react with the lime plaster. A lime rich plaster without a lime 
film in the surface can easily absorb and integrate a lime wash 
with high lime content without having the tendency of separation 
between lime wash and plaster. On a weak lime plaster with a lime 
film in the surface it is difficult to get the lime wash to integrate 
with the plaster, it stays on top of it as a separate layer. See two 
examples in figures 4.8-4.9. 

Figure 4.8: Lime wash made of wet slaked lime applied on a two year old mortar with a lime 
film in the surface. On top from left is lime wash 1:1 lime to water in one layer and to the 
right lime wash 1:2 lime to water in two layers. Below from left is lime wash 1:3 in three 
layers, to the right lime wash 1:5 in five layers. The different layers are clearly visible and it is 
also possible to see that the lime wash is more compact than the plaster itself. In those thin 
sections it is also very easy to see the void that has been created when working the surface 
too early. The width of each picture is 2.25 mm. 
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Figure 4.9: Lime wash made of wet slaked lime and water, applied on a lime plaster made the 
day before and worked on after the mortar had set. Above from left is lime wash with 
blending ratio lime/water 1:1 in one layer, 1:2 in two layers, 1:3 in three layers and 1:5 in five 
layers. In these cases it is not possible to see a clear border between the first applied layer 
and the surface of the plaster. The width of each picture is 2.25 mm.
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5 The influence of pore structure 

The pore structure has a significant influence on the strength and 
durability of lime plaster. The previous chapter has shown how to 
mix mortar and how to work with mortar in order to control the 
pore structure.  

In this chapter the importance of the pore structure for the 
durability of a lime plaster will be discussed (figure 5.1). Exam-
ples of plaster damages will be given as a background to the re-
search results. The results summarized here are presented more 
thoroughly in Paper I and II (Balksten, Magnusson 2004; Balk-
sten, Broström, 2004). 
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar 

Lime mortar have a reputation among builders to have low 
strength and low frost resistance as compared to lime-cement 
mortar. Lime-cement mortar, on the other hand, have a repu-
tation of causing damages on underlying materials and surround-
ing bricks on chimneys and façades. Therefore it was considered 
important to investigate causes of different kinds of damages and 
how they can be related to the plaster pore structure.  

5.1 Damages connected to mortar  

One of the most common reasons for damages on plastered 
façades in the Nordic area is frost. Part of the surface can spall off 
due to the expansion taking place when liquid water transform 
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into ice crystals. Frost damages are most common on south and 
west façades due to the many frost-thaw cycles taking place there 
during the winter. 

 
Figure 5.2: Typical frost damages on the façades of Othem church on Gotland 
in spring 2006.  

When studying damaged surfaces in detail it is not unusual to find 
a lime shell in the surface, as discussed in Paper III by Balksten, 
Klasén (2005). This lime shell exists because of poor craftsman-
ship; the mortar has been worked on before it has set i.e. when it 
was still wet and soft, see chapter 4.3. Figure 5.3 shows that kind 
of frost damages in detail where the lime film in the surface has 
burst off and left a sandy surface behind. 
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Figure 5.3: Frost damages on a lime plaster in detail. Lime plaster from the 
1970th at the medieval church Linde on Gotland. Both the lime shell and the 
poor attachment to the rest of the mortar are clearly visible. 

Unsuitable material properties of mortar and plaster can cause 
damages in surrounding materials and in the constructions behind 
the plaster. If the plaster is less elastic than the underlying 
materials and if it has different volume expansion capacity (Bur-
ström 2001), the plaster can cause damages such as spallation. The 
higher strength and lower vapour permeability of cement com-
pared to lime, is not always good for the surrounding materials 
(Ekblad 1949; Balksten, Broström 2004). Even if a lime-cement 
mortar has a better resistance to frost than lime mortar, we must 
consider the fact that it can lead to other types of damages in the 
construction far worse than frost damages in the surface.  

When a material with low permeability is covering a con-
struction, moisture can be captured behind the plaster. The da-
mages that it can lead to are for example rotten wooden con-
struction or lime leaching from the mortar inside the construction. 
The example in figure 5.4 shows a wooden sill captured behind a 
lime-cement socle for some decades. There is almost nothing left 
of the sill while the wood covered by lime mortar is completely 
undamaged and dry (Balksten, Broström 2004). 
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Figure 5.4: Rotten wood behind a thick plaster with low vapour permeability. 

     
Figure 5.5: If the lime inside the wall can leach out it tends to form float stone 
on the stone surfaces. First example comes from Riddarholmen in Stockholm 
and second example from Marstrand fortress in Bohuslän. 

According to Hökerberg (1929) many thick walls containing lime 
mortar have un-carbonated lime mortar inside the walls. If a 
surface with low permeability is covering such a wall, water may 
be retained inside the construction. As a consequence the lime 
will leach and end up outside the wall, see example in figure 5.5.  
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5.2 Moisture properties connected to pore structure 

The pore structure of a building material affects how the water is 
attached and transported in the material. The presence of water 
affects the durability. 

The pore structure 

The pore system of a material consists of pores with many diffe-
rent sizes and shapes. This determines the ability of the material 
to accumulate and transport humidity. This, in turn, is a major fac-
tor in determining the frost resistance of the material. Nieminen, 
Uusinoka (1988) divide the pores by size: 

> 10 �m  = gravitation pores 

1-10 �m  = capillary pores 

< 1 �m  = adsorption pores 

The gravitation pores can also be called air pores depending on 
their shape – air pores are round. Gravitation pores are big eno-
ugh for the water to enter by gravitation force only. Capillary 
pores are filled by capillary condensation or capillary suction. Ad-
sorption pores, which are very small, are also called gel pores. 
They are only present in the binder phase. Adsorption pores are 
filled when water molecules are adsorbed to the surface. Depen-
ding on the relative humidity in the air, the pores can be more or 
less filled with water depending on the pore size and radius. Both 
transportation of gas and moisture is affected by the amount of 
water filling up the pores (Burström 2001). 

Figure 5.6 shows scanning electron microscopy photographs 
of lime mortar with air pores, capillary pores and gel pores. 
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In a material both chemically and physically bound water exist; it 
is the physically bound water that can be absorbed through ad-
sorption or capillary condensation (Burström 2001). Adsorbed 
water is attached to the pore walls by Van der Waal-forces or 
several layers. In a sorption curve the three different gradients 
represent three different ways for the water molecules to be 
absorbed inside the material (Hillerborg 1975, Burström 2001); 
mono-molecular adsorption, poly-molecular adsorption and cap-
illary condensation. 

  
Figure 5.7: The gradients in the sorption curve inform how the moisture is 
fixed in a material at different relative humidity, RH 

1 = mono molecular adsorption 

2 = poly molecular adsorption 

3 = capillary condensation 

Figure 5.6: Electron micrographs of historic mortar showing, from the left, air pores, capillary pores and gel 
pores. The scales marks shown are from left 250 �m, 100 �m and 25 �m. 
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When studying frost resistance, the large pores, air pores, are of 
most interest. The large pores can be divided in open and closed 

pores (Burström 2001). When measuring the pore volume in a 
material by filling it with water it is difficult to get exact infor-
mation about the total pore volume due to the fact that air is 
captured inside the material. When filling a material by capillary 
suction, only parts of the open pore system will be filled – the 
apparent open pore system. The difference between the total 

open porosity and the apparent open porosity represents a 
percentage of air captured inside the material. In Paper I by 
Balksten, Magnusson (2004) this difference is discussed as one of 
the parameters of importance for understanding frost resistance. 

By studying the capillary water suction curve, you can also get 
an understanding of the frost resistance of the material. The water 
absorption capacity of a plaster can be measured through cap-

illary suction from a free water surface, see Paper I by Balksten, 
Magnusson (2004). The most important parameter for capillary 
water saturation, in a short time perspective, is the air pore struc-
ture. According to Fagerlund (1972), the pores with a size less 
than 10 �m will be filled with capillary water immediately, while 
larger pores will be only partly filled under the first phase when 
moisture is transported from the bottom to the top of the sample. 
If air is captured in these pores it will, in a longer time, diffuse out 
of the material (Hinderson 1958). This phase is illustrated as the 
second phase, after the breaking point, in figure 5.8. 

 
W 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Schematic picture over capillary water suction lapse 
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Breaking point Wk =  moisture content at  
 breaking point 
tk =  time at breaking point 
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Water expands as it turns into ice crystals – to avoid crack 
formation there must be enough air filled pores to allow the water 
to expand. At some degree of saturation, there will no longer be 
enough air, which will lead to frost damage. This is the critical 
degree of saturation. As long as the moisture content is below the 
critical content, the materials will endure an almost endless amo-
unt of frost cycles. As soon as the critical content is passed, da-
mages can occur after only one cycle, according to Fagerlund 
(1972). 

By comparing the capillary water suction curve with measure-
ments of open porosity and apparent open porosity it can be esti-
mated how large part of the open pore system that will be filled by 
capillary transported water (Balksten, Magnusson 2004). 

The air pore system 

The air pores, as described above, have an important role for the 
frost resistance of a lime plaster. There are a number of parame-
ters affecting the presence of air pores:  

� The blending ratio between binder and aggregate, see chapter 
3. 

� The use of chemical producing air pores (Carlsson 1995) 
� The particle size distribution of the sand (von Konow 1997) 
� The properties of the binder (Balksten, Magnusson 2002) 
� The water content in the mortar (Klasén 2004) 
� The mixing procedure of mortar, see chapter 3. 
� The suction capacity of the underlying material, see chapter 4. 
� The working of the plaster surface (Balksten, Klasén 2004) 

According to Carlsson (1995) it is of interest to determine if the 
air pore system is a normal or collapsed pore system. In a 
collapsed system the air pores are no longer separated from each 
other and in the extreme cases all pores have fused into canals 
inside the material.  

In a lime mortar, a collapsed air pore system may occur if the 
amount of binder is too low and does not fill up the void in the 
sand, see example in figure 5.9. If a plaster surface is worked on 
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too early, before it has set, there is the risk to create a collapsed 
pore system, see figure 4.7. 

  

Frost resistance 

The frost resistance of a material depends, except on the air 
pores, also on the large cracks in a material (von Konow 1997). 
The presence of many larger cracks makes the capillary tran-
sportation more complete in the first phase (see figure 5.8) and 
the material can be fast filled with water. According to Carlsson 
(1995) a frost resistant plaster must have a porosity of at least 3 
%, with air pores with a diameter smaller than 200 �m.  

The presence of collapsed pore systems is the parameter af-
fecting the frost resistance mostly according to Nilsson (2002). 
With a system of canals inside a material it can be filled with water 
fast and completely. The air filled void existing in a normal pore 
system works as an expansion area for the ice crystals and in a 
collapsed pore system it is likely that no air filled void exist. A 
completely water filled material is likely to crack when it freezes.  

There are a number of methods available for the measure-
ment of the frost resistance of a material where material samples 
are filled with water and exposed to frost repeatedly (Konow 
1997; Carlsson 1995; Sandin 1984). According to Fagerlund (1972) 
it is of great importance if the material is filled over or under the 
critical degree of water saturation when it freezes. When the 

Figure 5.9: A 
thin section of 
a lime mortar 
of wet slaked 
lime and sand 
1:3. It is a mix 
with too little 
binder and 
therefore it 
has a collap-
sed air pore 
system. 
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water freezes it can expand up to 9 % and if the air filled void is 
below this, the critical degree of water saturation is reached.  

For a material that never or very seldom will be filled above 
the critical degree of water saturation, the frost resistance will be 
very good. 
 

 
Figure 5.10: Water absorption to a critical degree of water saturation. Material 
nr 1 is slowly filled in the first phase but reaches above the critical level rather 
quickly in the second phase. Material nr 2 is quickly filled in the first phase 
but slowly in the second phase. For a material like nr 2, the critical level will 
seldom or never be reached and it has therefore a good frost resistance. 

5.3 Strength connected to pore structure 

There is a close connection between porosity and compressive 
strength for porous materials such as hardened mortar and plaster 
(Gotfredsen, Nielsen 1997: Burström 2001). The correlation bet-
ween porosity and strength can be described by the Ryschkewitch 
formula, equation 5.3: 

�(p) = �0 exp(-Bp) (5.3) 

p = porosity 

�(p) = the expected compressive strength of a material with porosity p  

�0 = the compressive strength of the compact material when p= 0.  

B = a material parameter given value B = 7 after empirical tests.  

This formula shows how the compressive strength of a material 
depends on its porosity. This indicates that even a lime mortar can 

�t

1 

2 
Critical degree of 
water saturation 

Water absorption 
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have a high strength if it is made as compact as possible. Since the 
compressive strength of the compact material, �0 mainly depends 
on the sand, mortar made with the same sand and porosity will 
have about the same strength independent of what kind of binder 
is used. Thus even a lime mortar can have a high strength if it is 
made compact enough  

Correlation between compressive strength and 
porosity according to Ryschkewitch formula
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Figure 5.11: Correlation between the compressive strength and the porosity 
of a material according to Ryschkewitch formula. The lower porosity it has, 
the higher strength. 

Measurements made during the second half of the 20
th century 

have often focused on compressive strength when mortar was 
compared (Sandin 1985; Hinderson 1958; Dührkop 1966). The 
lime mortar was always made with the same blending ratio as the 
lime-cement mortar, which made them extremely poor on binder, 
with a high porosity. For example Hinderson (1958) compared 
lime mortar made of 1 kg lime and 8 kg sand (1:4 in volume) with 
lime-cement mortar made of 0.5 kg lime, 1 kg cement and 8 kg 
sand (1:4 in volume) and showed differences of compressive 
strength after 28 days; 4.6 kg/cm2 for lime mortar compared to 
22.0 kg/cm2 for lime-cement mortar. Based on such measurements 
lime mortar were often condemned.  
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Historical lime mortar has, in many cases, been shown to be 
very compact, see next chapter. When comparing mortar with 
different kinds of binder, not only the hydraulic modulus should 
be compared but also the pore structure. 

5.4 Experimental studies of the pore structure of lime 
based mortar and its effect on durability 

In both Paper I and II by Balksten, Magnusson (2004) and Balk-
sten, Broström (2004) comparisons have been made between ele-
ven different types of mortar. The binder used was wet slaked 
lime, dry slaked lime, earth slaked lime, hot lime, hydraulic lime 
and cement. Two of the samples also contain aggregate other than 
sand, such as crushed red bricks and crushed Gotlandic limestone. 
The blending ratios were 1:3 by volume in all experiments, chosen 
according to the frequently used recommendation given by The 
Swedish National Heritage Board (RAÄ Homepage with material 
guide, 2005-12-14). 

By combining analysis of density, open and apparent porosity, 
sorption curves, capillary suction with thin section microscopy 
analysis, it is possible to understand how moisture is absorbed in a 
porous mortar under normal conditions. It also makes it possible 
to understand how a material will act if it is exposed to frost. 
Instead of exposing a material to frost-thaw cycles it can be more 
useful to try and understand the mechanism behind water satu-
ration and frost damages by studying the pore structure of the 
material. 

Each parameter below gives information about pore structure 
and frost resistance: 

� The capillary suction curve shows how fast a material will 
be filled by water, first all the way through the material and 
then slowly into the larger pores. It gives information about 
the presence of big air pores by showing the apparent poro-
sity. 

� The difference between open and apparent porosity indi-
cates the percentage of the open porosity that is being filled 
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by capillary suction. The difference is the air captured inside 
the material. 

� By studying sorption curves the pore size distribution can be 
determined i.e. the adsorption pores in different size and the 
capillary pores. It gives information about the most common 
transport mechanisms in the mortar.  

� Thin section microscopy analyses give a clear picture of the 
air pore system of a material. It shows the size and the 
amount of the pores, and whether the pores are normal or 
collapsed. 

The measurements of Paper I also showed that pure lime mortar 
can get an air pore structure similar to mortar made of hydraulic 
lime or lime-cement. The measurements also showed that diffe-
rent kinds of binder can fill up in the sand differently, giving 
different pore structure. The blending ratio 1:3 can not work as a 
standard for lime mortar – it has to be adjusted to the start 
materials, see examples in chapter 3.1. 

In Paper II, material analyses for plaster were performed in 
order to increase the understanding for the permeability of mortar 
and plaster. By combining data on porosity, density, drying lapse 
and permeability with thin section analyses it is possible to get 
information about the vapour permeability of the plaster.  

The measurements in Paper II showed differences between 
hydraulic and non-hydraulic mortar: 

� The total porosity is lower for hydraulic lime mortar and 
lime-cement mortar in comparison to the lime mortar. 

� The drying lapses show that the hydraulic lime mortar and 
lime-cement mortar have a slower drying process than the 
lime mortar. 

� The gas permeability is lower for the lime-cement mortar 
than for the lime mortar. 

� The thin section analyses show a more compact structure 
for the hydraulic lime mortar and lime-cement mortar than 
for the lime mortar 
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By combining the results of the different measurements it is 
shown that the permeability of hydraulic mortar is lower than the 
permeability of non-hydraulic mortar. Even the most compact of 
lime mortar have a higher permeability than the most porous of 
the hydraulic mortar.  

By comparing the results from measurements on objects 
where covered materials have been exposed to damages due to 
high moisture levels, the importance of choosing a mortar with an 
adjusted permeability becomes clear. Both leached lime (figure 
5.12) and rotten wood (figure 5.13) can be the result of a low 
permeable plaster.  

 
 
Figure 5.13: Parts of 
the wooden construc-
tion became rotten 
while the south fa-
çade and the south 
west corner were co-
vered by cement plas-
ter between year 
1938 and 2001. 

Figure 5.12: a) Stalactites and float stone in a vault in the city wall of Visby in Sweden. The lime has leached out 
since the joints were covered by cement mortar. b) A remaining cement joint where the lime has leached out 
behind. Of the medieval mortar behind the cement joints mostly sand is still remaining. 
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When these results are applied to cases where mortar and plaster 
with low permeability have covered wooden constructions and 
caused rotten wood, it is possible to understand the influence of 
permeability in the plaster on the durability of the covered ma-
terials. When choosing a new mortar for a restoration, not only 
the life length of the mortar itself must be taken into conside-
ration, but also the life length of the covered materials. 
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6 Reconstruction of durable lime mortar 

Durability is an obvious requirement for any plaster. When a 
historical building is replastered the ambition is also to make mor-
tar with properties that are compatible to the specific character-
istics of that building. The mortar or plaster used in a recon-
struction should have a similar aesthetic expression and a similar 
composition to the original one in order to preserve the authen-
ticity and historical value of the building. According to the Venice 
charter (Icomos homepage of Venice charter, 2007-02-21) it is 
recommended to make mortar and plaster with good retreatability 
and it should be possible to remove the new mortar from the 
building without causing serious damage to the wall. The plaster 
are also expected to have a good durability 

This chapter describes a method for the reconstruction of au-
thentic and durable mortar based on historical mortar as a source 
of knowledge, see figure 6.1. Some examples of historical mortar 
are given in chapter 6.1. 
 

K N O W L E D G E
�               �                          �                    �                          � 

MATERIALS � MIXING � CRAFTSMANSHIP � PORE STRUCTURE � DURABILITY 

Figure 6.1: An illustration of the different parameters in the research problem 
of lime mortar.  

After the description of historical mortar follows a summary of 
Paper VI (Balksten, Steenari 2007:2), describing the method to 
reconstruct historical mortar. A case study took place in the sum-
mer of 2006 on Norrlanda, Othem and Fardhem churches on Got-
land where the method was applied.  
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6.1 Understanding historic mortar 

Old mortar remaining on historical buildings is an important 
source of knowledge that can be used in the reconstruction of 
similar mortar using the materials available today. A simple ocu-
lar examination can show: 

� If the mortar were made for joints or plaster, the colour of the 
binder. 

� If it is a mortar rich in lime or not.  
� The content of small or large particles in the aggregate. 
� Impurities or additives such as crushed bricks, coal or pieces 

of wood and fibres of different kinds.  
� Tool marks, lime wash residues and residues of other paint  

Optical and spectroscopic methods, such as Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (Sem), optical microscopy analysis of thin section sam-
ples and X-ray powder diffraction analysis (Xrd) (described in 
chapter 2.4), can be used to investigate the following important 
aspects more in detail: 

• The type of binder, such as clay, lime, hydraulic lime or 
cement, used in the mortar. 

• The geographic origin of the raw material used for lime bur-
ning. 

• The lime slaking method and storing of the lime putty. 
• The origin of the aggregate, their mineral composition and 

particle size distribution. 
• Any additives used when making the mortar. 
• The methods used in the application and working of the 

plaster  
• The number of lime wash layers applied to the surface. 
• The blending ratio of the mortar. 
• The pore structure and durability of the plaster. 

Figure 6.2-6.7 show examples of historical mortar investigated in 
the present work. 
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Figure 6.2: Medieval joints in the tower of Linde 
church. Hard lime rich white mortar with very fine 
graded sand. Traces of tools used when applying 
the mortar.  

Figure 6.3: Remaining plaster on a Romanesque choir 
still left on the attic of Norrlanda church. Very lime rich 
with fine graded sand. Traces from tools.  

Figure 6.4: Two types of old mortar on the west 
façade of Othem church. They are both white and 
lime rich. One with fine graded sand and the other 
with larger rounded sand particles. 

Figure 6.6: Joint on Fardhem church containing 
crushed red bricks. Pink secondary mortar. 

Figure 6.5: Remains of wood and coal in an 
extremely lime rich mortar on Norrlanda church. A 
very hard and compact mortar. 

Figure 6.7: The joints at the ruin from a citadel at 
Gothem. A yellowish lime mortar with large sand 
particles and remains of coal. 
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The Scanning Electron Microscope gives information about the 
type of lime and the structure of the mortar. At a magnification of 
100 x the air pore structure is visible as well as how the sand 
particles are embedded in the lime. At a magnification of about 
2500 x the micro pore structure of the binder becomes visible. In 
even larger magnifications each crystal of the lime can be studied 
in detail. The shape and size of the crystals as well as how they are 
packed together are of interest for identifying the slaking and 
storing process of the lime. 

Figure 6.9: Medieval lime mortar from Fole church on Gotland, studied with SEM in three different scales. 
Another extremely lime rich mortar with a few air pores and capillary pores. The lime particles are in different 
sizes oriented in an airy structure. 

Figure 6.8: Medieval lime mortar from Fardhem church on Gotland, studied with SEM in three different 
scales. It is a very lime rich mortar where the sand particles are imbedded in the sand. The lime particles are 
oriented in an airy structure. 
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Investigation of thin section specimens of mortar and plaster by 
optical microscopy was also found to be very informative in the 
studies of historic mortar. It can give information about the 
amount and type of binder and aggregate and of the blending 
ratio between them. It also gives a lot of information about the 
pore structure and the surface working technique as described in 
chapter 4 and 5. Additives or layers of lime wash can also be seen 
depending on how each sample was cut out. 

Figure 6.10: Examples of thin sections of medieval lime mortar from churches around Sweden. All of them 
are very lime rich. The first five are from Gotland. The first two examples from Fole and Hemse church are 
typical medieval mortar based of lime and only a small amount of aggregates. The mortar from Bara church 
shows a piece of coal. In the second example from Fole there is a lime lump of unwhipped lime. The 
examples from Garda (Gotland) and Älvros (Härjedalen) have several layers of lime wash on the surface made 
in different thickness due to the consistency of the lime wash. The mortar from Hassela and Sunne (from 
Hälsingland and Jämtland) contain hydraulic lime and only small amounts of aggregates. In the example from 
Lundby church (from Bohuslän) the aggregates are made of sea shells. The width of each sample is 4.5 mm. 
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Mineralogical analysis by X-ray powder diffractometer can be 
used as a complement to the optical methods mentioned above. 
Thus, the crystalline matter present can be detected and identi-
fied, see figure 6.11.  

00-046-1045 (*) - Quartz, syn - SiO2 - Hexagonal - P3221 (154) - S-Q 27.6 %
00-005-0586 (*) - Calcite, syn - CaCO3 - Rhombo.H.axes - R-3c (167) - S-Q 72.4 %
Operations: Displacement -0.177 | Import
Bara ödekyrka - File: BMBaraödekyrka.raw - Type: 2Th alone - Step: 0.050 ° - Theta: 5.000 ° - Creation: 2007-04-04 16:15:43
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Figure 6.11: X-ray diffraction made on a medieval mortar sample from Bara 
church ruin on Gotland. The sample only contains CaCO3 (kalcit) and SiO2 
(quartz); carbonated lime and sand made of quartz. 

00-005-0586 (*) - Calcite, syn - CaCO3 - Rhombo.H.axes - R-3c (167) - S-Q 100.0 %
Operations: Import
Norrlanda 3 romanska korets gavel - File: BMNorrlanda3.raw - Type: 2Th alone - Step: 0.050 ° - Theta: 5.000 ° - Creation: 2007-04-04 14:02:05
Operations: Import
Norrlanda2 valvrum i tornet - File: BMnorrlanda2A.raw - Type: 2Th alone - Step: 0.050 ° - Theta: 5.000 ° - Creation: 2007-04-04 14:35:08
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Figure 6.12: X-ray diffraction made on two medieval mortar samples from the 
attic of Norrlanda church on Gotland. The black line is from a joint inside the 
tower while the gray line is from a plaster surface once being an outdoor 
plaster on the choir but since the last building phase it has been indoors. 
Because of the low intensity of the sample from the tower, the conclusion 
can be made that it has transformed and re-crystallized to a less crystalline 
form. 
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In some cases it is also possible to follow changes in the samples 
over time, as in the example in figure 6.12. In this case part of the 
plastered wall became an indoor wall in the attic during a re-
construction of the church. The plaster on this wall has been ex-
posed to the indoor climate probably alternating between dry and 
humid and the lime has thus re-crystallized into a less well defined 
form (black curve) than it had on the outer wall (grey curve).  

6.2 A method to reconstruct historic mortar 

A method to reconstruct historic mortar is presented in Paper VI 
by Balksten, Steenari (2007:2). The method was developed and 
tested in three case studies at Norrlanda, Othem and Fardhem 
churches on Gotland. Here the restoration of the plaster at Norr-
landa church will be shown as an example. The method is based 
on ocular analyses in field combined with SEM and thin section 
analyses. 

In order to make a new mortar similar to a historical lime 
mortar, the following information is needed; the original type of 
binder, the lime slaking technique, the properties of the aggregate 
and the blending ratios used. There is also a need for knowledge 
about how the mortar and plaster were made, i.e. the craftsman-
ship of the time when the original plaster was applied.  

The method consists of two major steps:  

1) An investigation of remaining historic mortar on the object to 
be restored.  

2) A reference database consisting of a large number of re-
ference mortar surfaces reflecting the influence of different 
parameters on the properties of the plaster such as quicklime 
slaking method, aggregate particle size distribution and meth-
od for working the plaster (see table 1 in Paper VI). 

The mortar of Norrlanda church will be discussed as a case study 
where the method was applied. The mortar was studied from two 
main perspectives: 1) identification of the materials and compo-
sitions used in their production, and 2) identification of the meth-
ods used by the craftsmen carrying out the original plastering. 
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The reference database consists of many mortar surfaces re-
flecting the influence of different parameters such as different 
binder and sand types in different blending ratios (see chapter 
3.1), application at different materials (see chapter 4.2) and the 
influence of different surface working techniques (see chapter 
4.3).  

The purpose of producing the reference materials was two-
fold. The first reason was to make a material database to which 
historic mortar could be compared, see chapter 6.1. The second 
reason was to get familiar with the material mixtures and the in-
fluence of craftsmanship, see chapter 3 and 4.  

Examples from reference database compared with historic mortar 

The following text presents some interesting observations from 
the reference material, that have been of importance for recre-
ating the historical mortar at Norrlanda church. 

The electron micrographs showed that the particle structure 
in the lime depends on the slaking techniques (Hidemark, Holm-
ström 1984; Balksten, Steenari 2007:1). Figures 6.13 a and b plus 
6.14 a and b illustrate the different structures of the mortar made 
of wet slaked and earth slaked lime. The sand particles are in both 
cases embedded in lime. The particles in the earth slaked lime are 
organized in a very porous structure while the particles in the wet 
slaked lime are organized in a slightly more compact structure. 
The earth slaked lime in figure 6.13 b has a structure similar to the 
lime in the historic mortar from Norrlanda church, shown in figure 

6.13 c and d. Compare it to the specimen of wet slaked lime in 
figure 6.13 a where the particles are small and very well-packed. 
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Figure 6.13: SEM of two reference mortar of a) wet slaked lime and b) earth 
slaked lime compared to two historic mortar from Norrlanda church in c) and 
d). The earth slaked lime in b) has a porous structure similar to the lime in the 
historic mortar in c) and d). 

In figure 6.14 is a close up on the particles of the lime. The par-
ticles of the wet slaked (figure 6.14 a) lime are organized in a 
more compact structure than the particles in the other specimens. 
This phenomenon is more visible in the SEM when it is possible to 
move over the lime. It is difficult to observe in one still picture. 
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Figure 6.14: SEM of the lime in two reference mortar of a) wet slaked lime 
and b) earth slaked lime compared to the lime in two historic mortar from 
Norrlanda church in c) and d). 

The results from optical microscopy also showed that there are 
significant differences between the set of reference mortar. Figure 
6.15 shows mortar from lime produced with the different slaking 
techniques; earth slaking, wet slaking and dry slaking. The blen-
ding ratio was 1:2 by volume and all other parameters were the 
same in the mortar preparation. The different kinds of lime give 
mortar with different homogeneity and pore structure, visible in 
the optical microscopy. 

Figure 6.16 shows mortar made with varying blending ratio 
(1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 by volume) between lime putty and sand. The 
blending ratio has an influence on the density and pore structure 
of the mortar. In this case, a blending ratio of 1:1 gives a mortar 
most similar to the historical mortar with the same amount of 
binder filling up the sand and the same pore structure and density. 
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When trying to find historical mortar to compare with the 
reference material it is important to know where to look. His-
torical mortar on churches can often be found on the attics where 
many churches have remained unchanged since their building 
period. On the north façade of a building it is also most likely that 
historical mortar have remained, since the frost damages are not 
affecting the north façades as much because of less frost cycles on 
cold days. 

Case studies from Norrlanda church 

The proposed method was used in the restoration of Norrlanda 
church on Gotland. Due to different building periods of Norr-
landa church, it is believed that the lime plaster which still remains 
on the west façade of the choir on the attic is from before year 

Figure 6.16: Examples from the reference material: A comparison of mixing ratios. The mixing ratios in those 
lime mortar varies from a) to c) with 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 by volume made of lime putty and sand. The width of 
each thin section is equivalent to 4.5 mm. 

Figure 6.15: Examples from the reference material: A comparison of a) earth slaked, b) wet slaked and c) dry 
slaked lime in mortar with mixing ratio 1:2 by volume. The width of each thin section is equivalent to 4.5 mm.
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1300 (figure 6.17 a and b). The lime plaster is made from 1-2 
layers of a lime rich, cream white mortar. It is a relatively thin 
lime plaster that follows the structure of the stone wall which 
makes its appearance smooth but lively. Some drying cracks are 
visible. The tool that was used to finish the surface must have had 
a rounded shape which made it possible to follow the structure of 
the wall. 

On the south façade of the tower some old (possibly original) 
layers of lime plaster were found when a more recent layer of lime 
plaster of poor quality was taken down during the summer of 
2006, see figure 6.17 c. These plaster layers are even thinner than 
the one found in the attic and they are not as smooth. Drying 
cracks are visible here as well. The surfaces are covered with a 
rich lime wash in 1-2 layers allowing the drying cracks to be filled 
up with lime.  

The historical mortar from the attic in Norrlanda church are 
all very lime rich and the blending ratio varies from 2:1 to 1:1 by 
volume as found in the microscopy investigation, see figure 6.18. 
The mortar are all relatively compact, but they contain a few 
round air pores. Occasionally lumps of unwhipped lime were fo-
und, typically 1-5 mm like the one visible on the left side of figure 
6.18 b. Looking back at the reference surfaces this is typical of 
mortar using earth slaked lime. 

The recipe (type of binder, aggregate and blending ratio) for 
the restoration mortar for Norrlanda church was chosen based on 
comparisons between the reference materials and the samples of 
historic mortar taken from the church. This mortar was then used 
to re-plaster the south façade of the church tower. In order to 
make a restoration with a realistic budget it was decided to use 
commercially available lime and sand rather than trying to pro-
duce authentic raw materials for each building.  

Thus, the restoration mortar used at Norrlanda church was 
made by earth slaked lime putty and natural sand from Gotland 
with grain size 0-3 mm, in a blending ratio 1:1 by volume (figure 
6.20). The investigations have shown that the sand used is very 
similar to the sand in the historical mortar shown in figure 6.18 a 
and b. The consistency of the restoration mortar was made sticky, 
but rather dry, in order to avoid too many drying cracks. 
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The restoration mortar was applied on the wall by a trowel and it 
was pressed, not thrown, on to the wall (figure 6.19 b). After the 
mortar had set it was worked on; it was made smooth with the 
edge of the trowel (figure 6.19 a). By working the surface after the 
mortar had set, it was possible to close the drying cracks and to 
make a smooth surface without a lime film. The lime wash was 
made of wet slaked lime putty and water in the relation 1:2 by 
volume. It was applied in three layers until it covered the lime 
plaster surface completely. The application of lime wash was 

Figure 6.17: Medieval lime plaster from approx year 1300 at Norrlanda church. The plaster surface exists in 
the attic and it has been preserved due to a rebuilding, first of the choir (around year 1300) and then the nave 
in the middle of the 14th century. The first two pictures (a) and (b) are from the attic. The third picture (c) 
show a lime plaster surface still remaining outdoors on the south façade. It is a thin layer similar to the layer in 
the attic. It was covered by thick lime wash.  

Figure 6.18: a) to c) Examples from the historical mortars: three examples of thin sections of historical mortars 
from Norrlanda church. The width of each thin section is equivalent to 4.5 mm. These lime mortars from 
Norrlanda church were taken from the attic, from joints and plaster surfaces. b) A plaster surface at the attic 
which has remained when the church transformed from Romanesque to Gothic. Notice to the left in the 
picture where there is a big lime lump from unwhipped lime. 
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carried out during two days, starting the day after the plaster work 
was completed. That means it was made with the secco painting 
technique. 

Figure 6.19: The lime rich mortar can be pressed on to the wall. After it has 
set the surface is worked on with the side of a trowel. 

 

Figure 6.20: Restoration mortar chosen at Norrlanda church: earth slaked lime 
and sand, 1:1 by volume. 
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Concluding remarks on the method 

It can be concluded that by comparing historical mortar with re-
ference mortar using microscopy methods in combination with 
field studies it is possible to make restoration mortar similar to 
historical ones. With the combination of a scientific analysis and 
practical experiences from craftsmen it was possible to determine 
not only what the different kinds of mortar were made of but also 
how they were made. 

The example of Norrlanda church has shown the method to 
be useful in a practical context and the result is a plaster that 
correlates well with the original plaster both regarding appearance 
and microscopic structure. The mortar has a composition and pore 
structure that ought to provide good technical properties and 
durability. 

In order to use this method, a large number of reference mor-
tar surfaces have to be made based on the local, traditional varia-
tions in mortar and plaster. Furthermore, application of the me-
thod requires a team with expert knowledge in both microscopic 
investigations and the whole practical process from mixing mortar 
to making lime plaster. 
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7 Concluding remarks 

This research project has focused on the study of a number of 
important factors in order to increase the understanding for lime 
plaster as a material in general and for its durability problems in 
specific. By studying the material and the craftsmanship connec-
ted to the material and comparing it to historic mortar samples 
many important conclusions could be made.  

• Lime mortar is a unique material with valuable properties, 
such as its colour and texture as well as a good vapour per-
meability that ensures an efficient removal of moisture from 
the interior of the construction. A plaster made from lime 
mortar is possible to remove without damaging the construc-
tion underneath. 

• Preparation of a lime mortar has to be made with a lime to 
sand blending ratio, water content, mixing method and appli-
cation method selected based on the special properties of 
lime. Standard methods used for cement containing mortar 
are not suitable for a pure lime mortar. 

Several factors that are important for the successful production of 
a durable lime plaster have been identified: 

• Lime as a binder receives different properties depending on 
the raw material chosen as well as on the burning, slaking and 
storing processes. The choice of raw material has an impact 
on the chemical composition (hydraulic/non-hydraulic) while 
burning, slaking and storing has an impact on the crystal 
structure and the workability of the lime.  

• The porosity and grain size distribution of the sand (aggre-
gate) are important for the strength and pore structure of the 
mortar. The blending ratio has to be adjusted to the proper-
ties of the sand. 
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• The mixing technique and mixing time has an influence on 
workability, homogeneity and lightness of the mortar.  

• The working of the plaster after application affects homo-
geneity, pore structure, compactness and strength of the car-
bonated plaster. By working the lime mortar after it has set, 
cracks can be pressed together and the material becomes 
more compact. In the same time the surface becomes open 
and receptive for water and lime wash. If the plaster is wor-
ked on while it was still soft and wet, cracks will occur later 
and remain in the surface. A significant part of the binder will 
then be transported to the surface where it forms a low-per-
meable lime film. This film prevents the lime wash to get 
good adhesion and, since there will be a zone under the sur-
face that is depleted in binder, it leads to a low durability. The 
time it takes for a mortar to set is affected by the water con-
tent of the mortar, the suction capacity of the underlying sur-
face, watering of the underlying surface and also by the wea-
ther.  

• In order to make a frost resistant lime plaster the plaster must 
have a certain pore structure. The lime plaster should be 
homogeneous and contain well defined round air pores, 
which can remain air filled during normal moisture condi-
tions. This way there will be space for the crystallization of 
ice.  

• In order to avoid damages on the underlying materials and 
constructions a plaster must be chosen from its permeability. 
From the same reason parameters such as elasticity, strength, 
heat expansion capability and moisture expansion capability 
should be taken into account so the plaster and mortar are 
made compatible with the masonry. To decrease the costs for 
maintenance the new plaster should be made with a good du-
rability as well as a good retreatability. The choice of material 
should also contribute to the life length of the building. 

• The original materials are often best for a building construc-
tion. They often have a high cultural value as well as good 
technical properties. By studying the original in detail a good 
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historical, technical and economical solution can often be 
chosen.  

• In the reproduction of historic mortars three steps are essen-
tial: First the original mortar has to be analysed thoroughly by 
chemical and microscopy methods. Secondly, it is of great 
value to have well documented reference materials based on 
local raw materials to which the mortars can be compared. 
Thirdly, the experience of the craftsmen as well as of the 
material scientists should be utilised to reach a decision about 
how the repair mortar should be prepared from locally pro-
duced raw materials.  
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8 Suggestions for further research 

The results presented in this thesis can hopefully contribute to an 
increased understanding of lime mortars and plasters. But still 
there are several parameters that need to be studied. An impor-
tant reason is the large regional differences in raw materials and 
methods as well as differences over time from the middle ages 
until today. Through continued investigations a more complete 
knowledge could be obtained for the material lime mortar/plaster: 

� A mapping of lime from different regions. Studies of the 
chemical composition of the raw material, production from 
burning and slaking to storing, the workability of the slaked 
lime and its durability in mortars and plasters. 

� A mapping of mortars from different regions and diffe-

rent time periods made from the middle age until today. 
Studies of the chemical composition of the raw materials in 
both binder and sand, mixing of the mortar, additives, crafts-
manship etc. How the different kinds of mortar and plaster 
were built up can also be of interest. Where there are rende-
red wooden constructions the different ways of carrying the 
renders are of interest. 

� Specific regional reference mortar surfaces would contri-
bute to proper choices of new mortar at restorations. In conn-
ection to this, the need for locally produced lime also has to 
be investigated. 

� Comparative studies of the technical properties of mortar 

made from lime, hydraulic lime and cement. Each material 
has to be made from its own premises and then tested and 
compared. Parameters as strength, porosity, density, perme-
ability, workability etc need to be compared. 
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� Interaction between lime and sand particles in order to see 
how the mineral composition of the sand affects the bindings 
between lime and sand. Also if the slaking technique has an 
impact on those bindings is interesting to see, i.e. hot lime 
should be compared with earth slaked and wet slaked lime. 

� Investigation of how clay mortar, lime mortar, hydraulic lime 
mortar and lime-cement mortar have an impact on the buil-

ding physics of a building. Massive stone walls should be 
compared with wooden constructions and more modern con-
structions.  

� The use of lime plaster in warmer climates, with other 
durability problems then frost, and a mapping of its function 
in weak constructions around the world. 

� An investigation of the economical aspects for making lime 
mortar and plaster. How can a lime mortar – traditional as 
well as modern – be made cost effective? In such an investi-
gation all steps in the life cycle must be considered; from pro-
ducing the binder and making the plasters to length of life and 
maintenance. 

A more general reflection is that continued research is needed not 
only to produce new knowledge, but to maintain the present 
knowledge base. If future research is meant to be applied, the 
different categories of end users; house owners, engineers, archi-
tects, building conservators or craftsmen etc, must be involved in 
the process and the dissemination of results adapted to their 
needs. 
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